Universal automotive heater box

Of course, it goes without saying that all of us hot rod guys are tough as nails, and don't require
any wimpy, comfort amenities in our cars. It's just that our wives or girlfriends are much softer
than we are. Somehow, they persuade us to install things like air conditioning, heating, and
perhaps a big mirror on the passenger-side sunvisor. On cold rainy days, if it were just us
rugged men, we could get by with many layers of clothing and tough it out-so what if the
windshield is fogged up, seeing your breath inside the car just lets you know you're still alive. If
your ride is an open roadster, it's practical to install a small aftermarket heater. These are
usually square metal boxes with a compact core inside and a volt fan, and provide welcome
relief when your hands feel like they're going to freeze right to the steering wheel. We can't
blame the girls for this, but for some of us a heater that works isn't enough. We dream of one
that exhibits both functionality and nostalgic design, a vintage car heater that doesn't need to
be hidden away, but rather is an integral part of the interior design and a conversation starter.
Yet many rodders shy away from some pretty cool-looking heaters from the '30s and '40s,
fearing they would cost too much to restore. This is where we can dispel that assumption. There
are only two components inside the basic heater: the core a small version of a brass radiator
and an electric motor with a fan. Hot engine coolant circulates through the heater core and back
to the engine. If you want heat, you turn on the blower motor, which forces air over the hot core
and into the car's interior. You turn vents on the front of the heater unit to direct the airflow.
Flexible ducts from the side, rear, or top of the heater case bring hot air to the top of the dash to
defrost the windshield. It couldn't be simpler. We were warned that the radiator guy was grumpy
but knew his stuff. One look at the heater and he said, "You bought a piece of junk! Without
another look at our heater, he walked over to his inventory area, packed with shelves and
pallets of radiators and heater cores, and picked up a box on one of the stacks. We had the back
plate off our heater and he dropped the new core in as if it was made for the application! The
lesson here is that when you find a heater you like at a swap meet, just buy it. You're only going
to use the case. Inside, the heater core and the blower will be replaced, ensuring many years of
trouble-free performance. Don't even bother to flush out the original core or have it repaired.
For the low cost of a new heater core, it's silly to retain a suspect old core. Remember, this baby
mounts inside your car; it's not something you want to have leaking hot, smelly antifreeze all
over your carpeting, or much, much worse, on your lady's shoes! Most of the cool heaters you'll
find at swap meets are from the late '30s and '40s. Some are basic, some fancy, some OEM and
many that were aftermarket. Needless to say, they have been lying around somewhere for a very
long time. They all have a back cover plate, but the screws are probably mutilated and rusted in
place. Soak these screws with penetrant our favorite is PB Blaster, but use it outdoors only; it
stinks , let the heater sit for a day or two, then soak the screws again. Patiently repeat this three
or four times before trying to loosen any of the screws. The main case of most heaters is a large
aluminum or pot-metal die-casting, so you don't want to break off any screws in the case. In
fact, when you're shopping for a heater, look the main case over carefully for any cracks or
other damage. You don't want to pay a specialist to repair your cast case. Remove the blower
motor and the heater core. With the cover off, you can visit your local radiator supplier or auto
parts store and look through their catalog to find a heater core with the dimensions that will fit
your application. You are concerned not with core shape, but height, width, and thickness. Trial
fit the most likely prospects in your case. If the new core is a little small for your case, don't
worry. The only other part you will need to replace is the blower motor. Period vintage heaters
have 6-volt motors. The only modification you have to make is to fit a modern volt blower motor.
The volt motors are bigger than the 6-volt ones, so you have to make accommodations in the
back of the case. Here again, you aren't looking for an exact replacement. Two other aspects of
the heating system to consider are a heater switch and any valves you may or may not want to
use in the heater hoses to the engine. If you go that route, you might look into having an H-pipe
connecting both your hoses. When you turn the heater valve off for the summer, you will have
less coolant circulation. An H-pipe in the two hoses will allow coolant to circulate to and from
the engine, even with the heater valve closed. There are many configurations of H-pipes for
heater hoses, including ones that incorporate a heater shutoff valve. These valves are usually
operated by a cable, a vacuum switch, or an electrical switch. Switches are another choice to
make. There are zillions in the catalogs at the parts store. We had a two-speed blower, so we
wanted a two-speed switch. We didn't find anything that appealed to us until the counterman
pulled out a box and exhibited a rheostat-type switch for variable speeds that had a
period-looking knob. Of course, whatever switch you choose, it must have a fused input. Most
modern blowers require a 7. The most rewarding part of restoring a vintage heater is when you
do the case, the most visible component. You can polish some aluminum cases, but most had a
combination of brightwork and a painted case. We used hammer-tone paint as this one had
originally, but you can do powdercoating, plating, or any other kind of finish. Follow along with

our photos to see how this typical heater came together. Your lady will love it. Remember "If
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reserved. Words and pictures: Rob Bell Introduction. Given that it goes about its business so
unobtrusively and is so tucked away, you may never have paid it a second thought. For those of
you more curious as to the inner workings of the heater, this page is for you - and highlights the
two main problems that may occur with these heater units: debris accumulation and failure of
the heater fan speed-speed controller. The location of the heater box on the MGF and TF is not
that usual: like that found on most cars, it is hidden well away behind the dashboard. I suspect
that it was one of the first components to be installed in the car on the assembly line - and as a
result, the rest of the interior is assembled around it - a point well illustrated in the image
opposite, right heater box is arrowed here - and only the central high-level air feed duct is
visible; the bulk of the heater is buried below. To remove the heater unit requires extensive
disassembly of the interior including the removal of the dashboard - fortunately this is not too
difficult to do, but as one can imagine, it is quite a substantial job given the amount of trim and
other assembly removal required to get at the heater box! The External Anatomy of the heater
box Once removed, one can almost immediately get a feel as to how this surprisingly simple
component works: it is essentially a large plastic box that contains a motor, a water radiator and
an air distribution flap! In the figure opposite, right, A reveals the location of the fan-speed
resistor pack. B is the air distribution flap lever arm and C represents to the coolant pipes from
the engine. Common Problems: debris in heater box One of the two common problems to affect
the heater is the accumulation of debris - typically dry leaves and other decaying vegetable
material - which rattles away when the fan is at speed - and occasionally spewing this into the
passenger compartment! To clear this will require some disassembly - assess from the
passenger foot well and removal of the air intake trunking will enable limited access with a
vacuum cleaner - but ideally, removal of the heater motor is required held in by three large
self-tapping screws , which can only be accessed from the limited confines of the driver foot
well Common Problems: burnt out resistor coils Loss of fan speeds 1, 2 and less commonly 3
usually points to the failure of the resistor pack, which is attached to the air-box. The speed is
reduced by increasing resistance in series from 3 to 2 to 1 setting. Each resistor is little more
than a coiled length resistor wire, which is cooled by the air flow generated by the heater fan.
Annoyingly, the higher the resistance, the greater the heat in the resistor, and the slower the fan
speed, the less cooling the resistor coils get. Unsurprisingly they can burn out over time. A
replacement coil pack is available, but so are replacement resistors that you can solder on
yourself for considerably less! The internal anatomy of the heater box Here's the inside of the
heater box assembly that you may not have seen previously. Essentially, it is a large plastic
casing containing three basic components:. Airflow through the heater box Cold air is drawn
into the motor casing, and centripetally pushed out through a snail-like air box blue arrows
through the radiator, where is picks up heat and then is distributed to the various outlets in the
heater box. As mentioned above, the air flow through the heater box, is controlled by a simple
flap that can be moved either up or down yellow arrows to force air only through the fascia
vents, through the demister or through the footwell outlets. What I think can be quickly
surmised is that the airflow will always be via the fascia vents unless these have been
individually closed off - and in fact the flow is preferentially to the fascia vents by the design of
the airbox. With the flap in an intermediate position, the airflow has an opportunity to flow
through all outlets, although flow will preferentially be via exits of least resistance - usually the
fascia vents and the foot well vents. With the flap in the lower-most position, airflow will be via
the fascia vents and demister outlet. You've probably already noticed that to get the best

windscreen demisting you need to close the fascia vents - and this is why! The MG's heater box
is extremely simple, rugged and reliable. The only real problem to beset this unit is failure of the
heater fan speed controller resistors - and this can be fixed for pennies if you have even
rudimentary soldering skills! I have not covered air conditioning here - a very rare option in the
UK - but the heater remains unaltered in this application; the air-conditioning unit instead sits
'upstream' of the heater unit and supplies chilled air for distribution via the standard heater box
assembly. One interesting modification to consider is the "Air Scarf" - achieved by running
some ducting from the foot well vents to the headrest area of the seat - a modification that is
explained in more detail by the idea's originator, Leigh Ping, elsewhere the T-Bar forum link.
Words and pictures: Rob Bell. Location of the heater The location of the heater box on the MGF
and TF is not that usual: like that found on most cars, it is hidden well away behind the
dashboard. Essentially, it is a large plastic casing containing three basic components: The
heater blower motor see here in images top right and lower right A , as a circular blower fan
assembly A water radiator centre of the assembly, here over at a 45 degree angle, also labelled
B lower right , through which the air passes and picks up heat from the engine coolant. An air
distribution flap not seen on the photograph on the right, but just visible in the image below on
the left hand half of the air box, behind the windscreen demister outlet - better shown in the
airflow distribution section below. Picture opposite here shows the same as above, but from
another angle very arty! Air flow distribution As mentioned above, the air flow through the
heater box, is controlled by a simple flap that can be moved either up or down yellow arrows to
force air only through the fascia vents, through the demister or through the footwell outlets.
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weather is possible, thanks to the heater installed in your car seats. This enables you to feel
warm and comfortable while driving. Just like any other part of your vehicle, the car seat heater
can get worn out over time. The best thing you can do is to replace the heater as soon as you
can. Below is a step-by-step guide on changing your car seat heater:. Step 1: Unplug the battery
ground cable, and uninstall the car seat. Put it on a work bench so that you can work on it
freely. Step 2: Detach the cover of the lower seat. Then, remove the worn out heating pad from
the car seat. Make sure that you take note of the position of the electrical wirings and openings
in the pad. Grab the new heater pad, and peel it off before sticking the adhesive side on the seat
cushion. Step 3: Route the wiring to the back of the car seat cushion, far from the center of the
seat. Keep in mind that you shouldn't cut or fold the heater pad. You should install it in the seat
cushion without cutting any part of it. Step 4: Remove the seat's back cover, and take out the
old heater pad. You may need to slide the cover up all the way to put the new seat heater in
place. Step 5: Install the new heating pad on the seat back by peeling it off and sticking the
adhesive. Always make it a point to route the wiring to the bottom of the seat back, away from
the seat's center. Step 6: Return the cover of the seat by reattaching the clips, Velcro, and hog
rings that should secure it in place. Step 7: If you don't have a heater previously installed, then
layout the wiring for the connections before returning the seat in place. This prevents the
battery fro
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m getting drained when the engine is turned off. Step 8: Connect the brown wire to the metal
ground point at the back of the dash. Then, reinstall the seat using the appropriate torque on all
seat fasteners. Ensure that all of the seat back adjustments, seat height, and seat track can
move freely. Step 9: Reattach all of the seat electronics, and organize the wirings with a cable
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